testimonials

Catherine is a very detail oriented person. She has managed a health publication successfully in a very competitive industry. I have always found her standard of excellence ememplary.

Gina Baker
Producer Mornings at 4BC
Brisbane

Catherine has been running The Art of Healing for 12-13 years and has produced a consistently high quality magazine over that time. She is clearly dedicated to what she is doing in a tough market.

Mark Alok O’Brien
Publishing, disseminating information

Catherine is an authentic advocate for global wellbeing and has worked tirelessly over the time I have known her, to bring the voice of wellness to the public in a quality, interesting and genuine way. In addition, she is a lovely person to work along side.

Sally Mathrick
Naturopath Sound Medicine

Catherine is a passionate collector and disseminator of excellent and ground-breaking research into health, healing and wellbeing. She attends many conferences to ensure that she is at the forefront of being able to offer her readers the most credible and inspiring information. I have known Catherine for many years and can attest to her enthusiasm, her compassion and her genuine interest in her area of expertise.

Petrea King
Founder and CEO, Quest for Life Foundation, Resilience Training, Media Commentator & Author

For years Catherine has provided a dedicated focus and outlet for stories about health and wellbeing with her magazine and work, The Art of Healing. This publication includes both print and online versions and has a large reach across Australasia. She does important work at an important time in our world.

Kimberley Paterson
Generation Spirit & Soul PR - writer & public relations

I’ve known Catherine since 2003, and utilised advertising services in her magazine, The Art of Healing for a number of years. She has consistently produced an inspiring, beautiful and relevant magazine for over 10 years now, and in my opinion is a standout in her industry. She is always looking for ways to stay ahead of the market place and has an incredible depth of knowledge and expertise, and networks across a wide range of modalities.

Patricia Reed
Owner Total Health Options

Catherine produces outstanding quality and knows how to connect her subscribers with the subjects that matter.

Nemi Math
Owner, Peakstates Australia

I subscribed to The Art of Healing magazine 7 years ago for both personal use and a waiting room resource. Having now met Catherine at numerous conferences around Australia, it’s easy to see that she has a passion for complementary and alternative medicine.

James Hermanns
Inventor & Founder - Neuromagnetics Australia Pty Ltd